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Let Nature Be Your Wedding ChapelWhether you're thinking about exchanging vows on a sandy
beach, a majestic mountaintop, or simply the friendly confines of your own backyard, you can
enjoy the elegant, breathtaking wedding you've always envisioned.Inside, wedding expert
Sharon Naylor takes you step-by-step through planning the perfect outdoor wedding day—from
special and important considerations for outdoor locations to creating a fabulous reception
under the stars. You'll discover an array of tips, hints, resources, and answers to vital questions,
including:·The best choices for location, time of year, and hour of day·Practical considerations,
such as space, privacy, and weather·Suggestions for choosing outdoor-friendly wedding
attire·Information on regulations, permits, and other requirements· And much, much
more!"Sharon Naylor's book is the most comprehensive guide yet for those planning an outdoor
wedding. She covers every detail and offers lots of smart advice so brides and grooms can
enjoy a beautiful, worry-free celebration." --Deane Forden, editor in chief, Bridal Guide magazine

"Sharon Naylor's book is the most comprehensive guide yet for those planning an outdoor
wedding. She covers every detail and offers lots of smart advice so brides and grooms can
enjoy a beautiful, worry-free celebration."—DIANE FORDEN, editor in chief, Bridal Guide
magazineFrom the Inside FlapLet Nature Be Your Wedding ChapelWhether you're thinking
about exchanging vows on a sandy beach, a majestic mountaintop, or simply the friendly
confines of your own backyard, you can enjoy the elegant, breathtaking wedding you've always
envisioned.Inside, wedding expert Sharon Naylor takes you step-by-step through planning the
perfect outdoor wedding day?from special and important considerations for outdoor locations to
creating a fabulous reception under the stars. You'll discover an array of tips, hints, resources,
and answers to vital questions, including:·The best choices for location, time of year, and hour of
day·Practical considerations, such as space, privacy, and weather·Suggestions for choosing
outdoor-friendly wedding attire·Information on regulations, permits, and other requirements·And
much, much more!"Sharon Naylor's book is the most comprehensive guide yet for those
planning an outdoor wedding. She covers every detail and offers lots of smart advice so brodes
and grooms can enjoy a beautiful, worry-free celebration."&151;Deane Forden, editor in chief,
Bridal Guide magazineFrom the Back CoverLet Nature Be Your Wedding ChapelWhether you're
thinking about exchanging vows on a sandy beach, a majestic mountaintop, or simply the
friendly confines of your own backyard, you can enjoy the elegant, breathtaking wedding you've
always envisioned.Inside, wedding expert Sharon Naylor takes you step-by-step through
planning the perfect outdoor wedding day--from special and important considerations for
outdoor locations to creating a fabulous reception under the stars. You'll discover an array of tips,
hints, resources, and answers to vital questions, including:-The best choices for location, time of



year, and hour of day-Practical considerations, such as space, privacy, and weather-
Suggestions for choosing outdoor-friendly wedding attire-Information on regulations, permits,
and other requirements-And much, much more!"Sharon Naylor's book is the most
comprehensive guide yet for those planning an outdoor wedding. She covers every detail and
offers lots of smart advice so brodes and grooms can enjoy a beautiful, worry-free
celebration."&151; Deane Forden, editor in chief, "Bridal Guide magazineAbout the
AuthorSharon Naylor is the bestselling and internationally-renowned author of over 35 wedding
books, including The Complete Outdoor Wedding Planner, Bridesmaid on a Budget, The Mother
of the Bride Book, Mother of the Groom, and many more award-winning titles. She has been
featured in Bridal Guide, Southern Bride, Brides, InStyle Weddings, New York Weddings,
Destination I Do, VOWS, and many other top bridal publications, as well as in Glamour,
Redbook, Better Homes and Gardens, Ladies Home Journal, Woman's Day, The Wall Street
Journal, The New York Times and others. She has appeared on Good Morning America, Martha
Stewart Weddings satellite radio, the BBC, Lifetime, ABC News, and countless other media
programs. She is a syndicated wedding columnist and the green weddings expert at
GorgeouslyGreen.com, as well as the Q&A maven at iVillage Weddings, WeddingMapper.com
and more. She is also the destination wedding and honeymoon spokesperson for the Best-Of
award-winning Rosewood Resorts Caneel Bay and Jumby Bay. Visit her website
sharonnaylor.net and follow her on Twitter @sharonnaylorwed for her latest news and to
potentially be featured in her upcoming wedding articles, blogs, and television segments.Read
more
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Aubrey O, “Beautiful Pictures and Tons of ideas. Whether you are contemplating a big bash of a
celebration, an intimate dinner, or an elegant afternoon party, this book has plenty of inspiration
and ideas. I bought it in anticipation of a wedding potentially planned for a barn. We moved the
venue, but still borrowed many ideas from the book for refreshments, flowers, lighting and other
party particulars.”

H. Lutz, “Thumbs up!. I gave this to my daughter so she could plan her wedding. Has several
ideas that she wants to use.”

Angie, “OUT DOOR WEDDING PLANNE. THIS BOOK IS VERY INFORMATIVE FOR ALL
DIFFERENT KINDS OF OUTDOOR WEDDING. PLENTY OF TIPS AND INFORMATION FOR A
SMALL OR LARGE AND LAVISH WEDDING.”

Julie, “Four Stars. Gift”

Calla, “A Must-Have for Outdoor Weddings!. Before I got this book, I thought that planning an
outdoor wedding would be way too much trouble. What if it rained? Where would the guests
park? Do we need permission to have our wedding on a beach? I am SO glad that I found this
book, because it walked me through the entire process, showed me how to handle all the many
little details that go into creating an outdoor wedding, and gave me great ideas on using the
outdoor setting to actually save money! All of my plans are set now, and I'm so grateful that I had
this book to make my dreams of an outdoor wedding a reality. This book is packed with great
ideas, and the writer made the process fun with a great sense of humor. While magazines and
other pretty wedding books show you great outdoor wedding scenes with tents and flowers and
gorgeous cakes, this is the book that's going to tell you exactly how to pull it all together. I
recommend it highly!”

The book by Robert Fairbanks has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 20 people have provided feedback.
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